
What are antibiotics?

They were discovered in 1928 
when alexander fleming (who was 

scottish!) found  a type of mold 
(penicillium) which could stop 

bacteria from growing. This was 
the first antibiotic - penicillin

They are chemical substances 
produced by a living organism or 
produced artificially which can 
kill bacteria or stop them from 

proliferating

WhEN DO WE NEED THEM?
IMPROPER ANTIBITIOC USE CAN MAKE THEM 
LESS EFFECTIVE, SO WE SHOULD ONLY USE 

THEM WHEN REQUIRED.

YES!
Whooping cough

Strep Throat
Urinary tract infections

no!
cold and running nose

flu
sore throat

ear infections

what is antibiotic resistance?
It’s when bacteria change and become 

resistant to the antibiotic used to 
treat the infections they cause

What can we do to help?

Don’t do the things below: 

over-using antibiotics

 not finishing treatment

lack of hygene and poor sanitation

In our project, we will all be 
“modern alexander flemings” and we 
will look for organisms that could 

produce future novel antibiotics.

materials Step one:
choose a place

Step three: fill 2/3 
of ziplock bag with soil

Step two: 
label bag with

Step four:
ask teacher

to take a photo
of place

a) school

b) date

c) class a) school

b) date

c) class

When we get back to the university we will
extract DNA from the soil you collected 

similar to the exercise you have just worked 
on with the fruit dna, we will match 

different sequences to different bacteria  

our spot

we will then figure out which 
bacteria are present in your soil 
sample, and which possible new 

antibiotics they are making 

a) school

b) date

c) class

help 
us!

information
from your spot What will we do with these data?

extract 
DNA

Analyse on sequencerTypes of
bacteria

our experience

We extracted DNA 
from strawberry, 

mango, kiwi, apricot, 
and banana. We also did

a sequencing exercise

Pupils from each class
chose a place in the 

school and everyone 
helped

We collected the 
soil into a labeled

ziplock bag
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